BEER
DROUGHT BEER(*A)
SIEGL’S PUB HOUSE BEER
13, 7° Original gravity – 5,8 % vol. alc.
Our Siegl's PUB HOUSE BEER is brewed for us by the Paulaner brewery in Munich.
A Märzen (named after the beginning of the spring March, but perhaps following the month of acquisition
by Simone Leonhard. The March was once considered the last month of the year where it was considered
safe to brew a lager beer before the summer heat followed.) Already at pouring pierces the amber eye, the
subtle hop oils unfold and give the beer its pleasant note. Our house beer - an amber, honest beer,
refreshingly pleasant and always welcome - an unpretentious beer for all occasions.

STIEGL GOLDBRÄU (AUT/SBG)

12° Original gravity – 4,9 % vol. alc.
The Stiegl Goldbräu is soft with the first gulp and rich in flavour. It convinces with slightly angular,
polynuclear undertones on the palate and a typical hint of hops in the finish. A delightful fresh Salzburger
beer specialty.

STIEGL PARACELSUS – bright unfiltered (AUT/SBG)
12° Original gravity – 5,0 % vol. alc.
A natural Salzburg specialty beer, brewed with Austrian raw materials from controlled organic cultivation.
Fine spicy in taste, mild velvety on the palate with a slightly fruity - aromatic character. The Zwickl is
unfiltered and naturally cloudy.

HUBERTUS KELTENBIER – red unfiltered (AUT/NÖ)

11,9° Original gravity – 5,1 % vol. alc.
This copper-coloured, naturally cloudy Zwickl impresses visually in addition to its bright colour even with
a cream-colored fine-pored stable froth. The smell is inviting yeasty fresh and fruity. The taste of the
strong and creamy malt-body is refined with its caramel notes by mild grassy hop flavours

PAULANER MÜNCHNER DUNKEL – dark beer(GER)
12,5° Original gravity – 5,0 % vol. alc.
As first beer pub in Austria, we offer this dark specialty on tap.
The hardness of the Munich water was a blessing for this beer. Because sooner they only brewed with
water and not, as today, with soft deep water. Dark beer was valid until the end of the 19th century as the
noblest of them all. And because the Munich have always been connoisseurs, they drank no other.
Unbroken overwhelming remain the characteristic roasted-malt-aroma, intense and silky on the palate.
Chocolate and liquorice rise slightly sweet - very typical of this beer style. Hops are noticeable only subtly

BIER-SCHNITT – half and half

138 km separate the Paulaner brewery in Munich and Stiegl brewery in Salzburg each other. We bridge
the gap in a few moments and unite, the Stiegl Goldbraü with the Paulaner Munich Dunkel in a glass to a
wonderful beer section.

BIER-SHANDY
Original gravity and vol. alc. of your choice
The choice is made by you: Our House Beer, Stiegl Goldbräu or Paulaner Munich dark mixed with
Almdudler, Fanta or soda at the rate of 60:40.

GUINNESS DRAUGHT (IRL)

9,8° Original gravity – 4,2 % vol. alc.
The "mother's milk" of the Irish. Guinness Draught full-bodied taste of roasted malt with hints of liquorice
and coffee. The beer holds a prominent bitterness and acts pretty much dry on the finish.

POOR MAN’S BLACK VELVET (IRL) (*A,O)

Guinness Draught and Magners Irish Cider mixed and served at the rate of 50:50. The increasingly popular
drink of the island should not be missed.

Bottled beers from A like Astra to Z like Zipfer: (*A)
ASTRA URTYP (GER)
11,2° Original gravity – 4,9 % vol. alc.
The original from 1909: mild, delicately spicy and absolutely delicious. With much love in the heart of
Hamburg brewed beer. Goes best right out of the "bulb".

ASTRA ROTLICHT (GER)

13,2° Original gravity – 6,0 % vol. alc.
Inspired by Hamburg's red light district: the Astra with a bit more oomph. The "most powerful Astra beer
of all time". Interestingly taste that stands out positively and beer drinkers respond that would otherwise
prefer less bitter beers.

AUGUSTINER EDELSTOFF (GER)

12,7° Original gravity – 5,6 % vol. alc.
A light export beer, soft, tangy and fresh at the same time, brewed from the finest raw materials. A real
treat for every beer connoisseur. The brilliant straw yellow gives the Augustinian Edelstoff its gloss clear
expression. The stable, fine-pored foam rounds off the face of the precious material. Due to the long and
cold storage period of mild and severe body of precious material is attractive bubbly. The beer has a
balanced sweetness and hop bitterness is mixed with shades.

AUGUSTINER WEISSBIER (GER)
12,4° Original gravity – 5,4 % vol. alc.
The appearance of the Augustinian wheat beer convinced by the bright amber and completed by the
creamy and fine-pored foam crown. The gloss is opal with finely interspersed yeast turbidity. Typical of
this wheat beer are the distinctive fruit flavours of banana, with a slight hint of pineapple and mango. In
the second odor impression there is a hint of clove. By applying the traditional bottle-fermented wheat
beer has a strong, bulky body and is nevertheless very tangy and refreshing. The subtle hop bitterness
goes rapidly into a harmonious aftertaste.

BUDWEISER (CZK)

11,9° Original gravity – 5,0 % vol. alc.
A lager beer for true connoisseurs. The finest female cones of Saaz hops quality, pure spring water depth
and Moravian barley make it a beer for true connoisseurs. The 700 year old tradition of brewing in České
Budějovice, and incomparably long ripening period of 90 days, contributes to the uniqueness of the beer.

CORONA EXTRA (MEX)

11,0° Original gravity – 4,5 % vol. alc.
The original. A corn beer and the most commonly imported beer in the United States. The distinctive
colour. The unique taste. All this combines into one of the most memorable bottles in the world.

GÖSSER NATURAL-SHANDY (AUT/ST)

9,8° Original gravity – 2,0 % vol. alc.
Gösser full-bodied and natural lemon juice add up to a refreshing light beer taste. The real lemon juice
gives the shandy his slight haze. Low and no artificial additives make the shandy a unique thirst quencher
with a harmonious taste.

HACKER PSCHORR MÜNCHNER CELLAR-BEER ANNO 1417 (GER)

12,5° Original gravity – 5,5 % vol. alc.
Honey-golden shimmers the Munich cellar-beer seductively in the light. A beer with a distinctive
character: earthy, meaty, tasty and yet refreshingly mild and easily.
Creamy sparkling pearls it enjoyable on the palate. Aromas of caramel, honey and plum come into play
and emphasize the malty, spicy flavour. They are joined by unmistakable hints of apple and grapefruit,
which give the beer its fruity freshness. After four weeks of ripening time it is bottled unfiltered and
contains so still all in the yeast occurring vitamins and trace elements.

HEINEKEN (NED)
11,4°Original gravity – 5,0 % vol. alc.
The world-renowned taste of Heineken based on our own yeast strains and a special brewing process with
horizontal fermentation tanks. The revolutionary A-yeast gives Heineken mild, fresh flavour with the
distinctive, pleasantly fruity note.

MOHREN PFIFF (AUT/Vbg.)
11,7° Original gravity – 4,9 % vol. alc.
Vorarlberg’s most famous beer. Pfiff means “whistle”. Try it, maybe a bottle of it will cause a whistle.

MURAUER MÄRZEN (AUT/St)
12,2° Original gravity – 5,2 % vol. alc.
The Murauer Märzen beer tastes harmonious, balanced malty and mild hop bitterness. In addition, it has a
characteristic golden yellow colour.

PAULANER MÜNCHNER HELL, alcohol-free (GER)

6,5° Original gravity – less than 0,5 % vol. alc.
Alcohol-free, low in calories and still stood by a beer. Not without reason swear figure-conscious beer
lovers and athletes to: for after the workout is this alcohol-free the body quickly lost minerals and salts
back. Isotonic, light golden crisp, slightly fragrant hay and herbs. Hoppy-spicy refreshment with lingering
sweetness that brings every beer friend to the finish. Without abstinence.

PAULANER HEFE-WEISSBIER, alcohol-free (GER)
6,7° Original gravity - less than 0,5 % Vol. alc.
A light-hearted thirst quencher. Less calories than a sprayed apple juice with no compromising. For
although only 100 calories per half, convinced this alcohol-free through the full wheat beer taste of his big
brother: unfiltered, refreshing and invigorating.

PAULANER HEFE-WEISSBIER Naturtrüb (GER)
12,5° Original gravity – 5,5 % vol. alc.
The yeast wheat beer number 1 in Germany. Naturally cloudy, golden in the glass, bright and with a strong
froth that really deserves the name. The connoisseur smells the fragrance of banana and taste a hint of
mango and pineapple and praises its balance of sweetness and bitterness.

PAULANER HEFE-WEISSBIER Dunkel (GER)
12,4° Original gravity – 5,3 % vol. alc.
The chestnut malt-revelation. The high proportion of the finest Munich malt makes the dark brother of
yeast wheat beer for intense brown adventure: light notes of chocolate and cocoa rise and then strike
wheat malt and fine toasty aromas. Naturally cloudy, strong and meaty.

PUNTIGAMER (AUT/ST)
11,5° Original gravity – 5,1 % vol. alc.
Wherever there is a good atmosphere, the light and sweet, bright full beer from Puntigam can not be
ignored. Its pleasant note is balanced and mild hop bitterness. The taste is full-bodied and extremely
beery.

STIEGL GRAPEFRUIT SHANDY (AUT/SBG)
2,0 % Vol. alc. , 40% Stiegl-Goldbräu, 60% Grapefruit lemonade
The grapefruit juice gives this shandy a natural cloudiness and a herb-odor. This leads to a juicy fruity
taste with a refreshing finish.

STIEGL WEISSE (AUT/SBG)
12° Original gravity – 5,1 % vol. alc.
With the typical, slightly aromatic fruit wheat beer flavour, mild character and light effervescence you will
immediately love Stiegl Weisse. The carefully selected, only Austrian raw materials and a gentle ripening
wheat beer make this a unique pleasure.

STIEGL WEISSE ELDER SHANDY (AUT/SBG)
2,0 % vol. alc. , 40% Stiegl Weisse , 60% Elder lemonade
The delicately scented smell of white elderflower rounds out the fruity notes of Stiegl Weisse elder from
optimal. Together they give a cyclist with an elegant sweetness. The first Austrian wheat beer Radler from
100% Austrian raw materials.

TRUMER PILS (AUT/SBG)

11,5° Original gravity – 4,9 % vol. alc.
In addition to the unique brand philosophy Trumer Pils also stands out for excellent quality. Only natural
hops from specially selected hops growers, pure spring water from the brewery's own source and only
rarely used open fermentation Trumer Pils to make a top of its class.
VELKOPOPOVICKÝ KOZEL (CZK)

11,9° Original gravity – 5,0 % vol. alc.
It is drawn from 13 forest-springs, brewed from pure barley malt and is rich in natural minerals. Its
unique bittersweet fragrance owes the Velkopopovicky Kozel the famous hops from Zatec, a Czech
specialty. Velkopopovický Kozel since 1874 is famous for its fine flavour and drinkability.

WIESELBURGER STAMMBRÄU (AUT/NÖ)
12,6° Original gravity – 5,4 % vol. alc.
Experts try to summarize the uniqueness of Wieselburger Stammbräu in words: Full-bodied, lordly-hoppy
clearly accentuated, balanced, tasty-easy, with malty, spicy notes.

ZIPFER LIMETTENRADLER – lime shandy (AUT/OÖ)

9,7° Original gravity – 2,0 % vol. alc.
The shandy is a uniquely refreshing blend of the best of Zipfer beer and real fruit juice of sun-ripened
limes. Your fruity flavour makes cycling a unique experience: not too bitter, not too sweet, but especially
refreshing.

